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Patio Construction Overview - Attached Flat/Skillion Patio

The below overview is conceptual only. Contact Bondor® or your reseller, for Solaris® Patio Engineering certified construction details.

Detail D - Side Barge Detail

COLORBOND® 
side barge flashing

COLORBOND® 
side barge flashing

  Solaris® panel roof

Rivet fixing at 600mm centresRivet fixing at 600mm centres

Rivet/Tek screw fixing

Steel post by others

14g Hex head screw with multiseal cyclone washer

Tek screw fixing

Fascia/Rafter strengthener by others

House fascia (timber)

Silicone seal between receiver and fascia

Solaris® insulated panel roof

Solaris® 
insulated panel 

ceiling

Turn up roof pans to 
full rib height

Rivet fixing at each pan  
600mm centres

Receiver Channel

Apron flashing

Turn down  
roof pans 20˚

Profiled pan infill strip
Rivet fixing

Rivet fixing at 
300mm centres

Gutter bracket by others

Gutter by others

COLORBOND® fascia  
flashing by others

Rivet fixing at 600mm centres

Self-drilling screw fixing by others

Post foot by others
Masonry anchor fixing by others

Detail C - Fixing Post to Ground

Detail A - Fixing to Posts

Detail B - Fixing to House
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Step 4: Turn Up Pans Fascia End
Solaris® roofs should always have the roof pans at the top or house end turned 
up to full rib height. It is important to ensure the pan is turned up to the full rib 
height for the complete width of the pan so no ‘low’ points exists. The Turn-up/
Turn-down tool is available from your Solaris® distributor.

Hammer up corners to full 
rib height

 Bend towards the centre of the roof until the turn up is full rib height

Step 3: Remove Foam & House Fascia End
Cutaway foam below pans at the fascia (house) end to allow the pan turn up.

Triangular cut awayFascia End of roof panel

Use knife to remove a triangular section

Step 2: Trim Overlap & Bend 90˚
FIRST PANEL ONLY. The first overlay rib on the first panel acts as waterproofing 
under the side barge/apron and should be trimmed using sheers as shown 
below.

Trim Overlap & Bend up 90˚

Step 1: Panel Preparation
 Place Solaris® panel roof side up on the trestles (avoid dragging the panel to 
eliminate damage).

Solaris® roof panel
Padding

PaddingTrestle

Handy Tips

Prepare your carpenter’s trestles (or similar work platform) by taping soft 
material or foam to the top of the trestles.

✓✗

This example shows a typical installation to an existing house timber fascia. 

Solaris Installation Instructions
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Step 7: Remove Gutter Cutback Foam
 Turn the panel over roof side down on the trestles. Remove core material from 
the gutter cutback end of the panel with a plastic paint scraper to ensure that 
the fascia flashing can be installed correctly. 

 Use plastic paint scraper

 Clean revealed surface

Step 9: Peel Back Plastic

Carefully peel off the plastic coating

Peel back the edges

Peel back protective coating on all 
edges of the panel ensuring you are 
past the beam at the front of the patio. Peel back the front edge to 

past the beam support

Step 8: Electrical Preparation
Mark the location of each downlight/fan, cut appropriate size hole in the 
Solaris®. Feed electrical conduit through service duck to fan or light location. 
The ceiling core-strip protective film should be left on while any marking, 
drilling and cutting is carried out. Install the lighting/fan as per instructions.  
LED Downlights & fan bracket kits are available from your Solaris® installer or 
contact Solaris® for more information.

Light location cut with hole saw

Services Duct

Feed electrical conduit through service duct to fan or light location.

Step 5: Trim House Fascia End Overlap
Trim the overlay rib to prevent fouling with the turned up pan of the adjacent 
panel. 

Trim the corner and remove the piece

 Tin snips

Corner of Solaris® roof sheet that will be overlapped

 Cut corner

Step 6: Trim Gutter End Underlap
Trim the underlay rib of every Solaris® panel at the gutter end to prevent water 
drawback via capillary action. 

Trim the corner and remove the piece

Corner of Solaris® roof sheet that will be overlapped

 Cut corner max 20mm

Overlapping Solaris® roof panel
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Step 10: Installing Panel
Place a towel or blanket over the beams that the first panel will be in contact with. Place the cutback end (gutter or low end) on to the covered beam and then 
push the panel back into the rear receiver channel.

Square off this first panel. Pin with a screw fixing in the top middle rib and with a rivet underneath receiver channel to hold it square and in place. 

Note: For longer span ensure panel is supported mid-span to allow for join to engage.

To install the second panel, place the overlay flap of the roof skin over the previously fitted panel and with the panel at approx 20° pull it down and engage the 
male interlock into the female interlock.

Slide this second panel towards the back receiver channel. To be sure you are successful, the ceiling join should be a neat ‘V’ join, with 0-2mm of the male 
interlock showing. 

Screw fix to the beam and rivet bottom of the receiver channel ensuring your line is square.

 Pin screw fixing to hold panel in place/square 
on 4th rib of each panel

Pull it down and engage the male interlock into the female interlock of the 
ceiling side of the first pane

Allow gap of 0-2mm

Solaris® roof panel

Beam

 Towel

Solaris® roof panel

Move the towel

Next Solaris® roof panel

Beam

Install at 20˚ angle

Screw
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Step 14: Clean Down Roof
Once roof fixings are installed use a soft broom to sweep swarf and debris 
off the roof surface before installing flashings. Once flashings and gutter are 
installed clean the flashings and roof using the same method. Ensure gutters 
are clear from swarf and debris to prevent corrosion.  A wet microfiber cloth 
can be used on COLORBOND® to clean down any marks.

Step 13: Fix to Receiver Channel
Fix receiver channel to the top (above ribs) and the bottom of the panel.

Fix panel bottom through the receiver channel

Fix panel top through the 
receiver channel

 Receiver Channel

Profiled pan infill strip

Silicone seal

Step 12: Screw Down Remaining Ribs
Screw down the remaining ribs. Refer to fixing recommendations on Page 5.

 Screw remaining ribs
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Ceiling Fans Bracket Kit
Where lights or ceiling fans are required, electrical cabling should be pre-wired through the fascia, sheathed inside flexible conduit inside the service ducts on 
the female side of the panel. Locate fans and lights away from slip joint by drilling horizontally through the foam and then using the appropriate diameter metal-
holesaw, drill through the underside of the steel sheet to required depth. Fans should be located centrally below a rib as through fixing is required for bracket.

Solaris® Roof

Typical ceiling fan mounting bracket

Tek screw with multiseal washer

Electrical installation should be carried out during panel 
installation - use flexible conduit to desired position

Conduit to fan

ø20 washer & spring 
washer & nut

Clean up and Maintenance
Ensure all metal filings (swarf) are swept off and disposed of into bins as you install each sheet. These filings can leave unsightly stains on the surface of the 
sheet and also on floor tiles/pavers, etc, in the near vicinity. 

Intermittent cleaning of all surfaces not washed by regular rainfall will prolong the life of the products and keep them looking their best. A mild detergent solution 
is recommended ensuring the surfaces are always wiped off with clean water afterwards. Hosing of the ceiling is to be avoided as it will cause water to sit inside 
panel joins and flashings leading to possible corrosion.
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